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Achievement exemplar 1 for 90985 2016 Total score 11 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A3 

This response provides evidence towards Achievement. The candidate 
demonstrates the ability to show the correct movement down the supply curve 
that is caused by a drop in price, transfer information for a supply curve to a 
supply schedule. The candidate states the law of supply and describes how 
this is affecting Fancy Furniture in this situation, but no reason for the law of 
supply is given. Ceteris paribus is stated, but there is nothing to say what it 
means. The two ideas for flow on effects are actually part of the situation itself, 
not things that the owner of Fancy Furniture might decide to do as a result of 
what has happened. To get A4, this answer needed to include an explanation. 
If the candidate had added a description of what is meant by the phrase 
“ceteris paribus”, and also given a reason for the law of supply OR explained 
one flow on effect, they would have gained an M5. 

2 M6 

The candidate provides enough evidence in this response for M6, because 
they are able to identify that the supply curve shifts to the right because of this 
change in noise regulations, explain how this affects the firm’s productivity and 
profitability, and explains a correct flow on effect. The second idea for a flow 
on effect is part of the situation itself, not a flow on effect. The explanation 
does not begin well, but later it explains that the power tools, as new 
technology, will increase productivity, which will raise profitability. A reason 
why productivity rises is explained well. 

3 N2 

The candidate does not provide enough evidence for Achievement in this 
response. This standard is about supply, so the question is asking about the 
relationship between these goods for Fancy Furniture, not for consumers. The 
first graph is incorrect, which also prevents the answer for Q3 as a whole from 
being at Merit level. The second graph is correct. The candidate correctly 
identifies that the quantity supplied of office furniture will increase, and that the 
supply of dining furniture will drop (but the wrong term is used here – it is not a 
change in quantity supplied for dining furniture, because the supply curve has 
shifted). No good reason is provided for these changes.  
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Achievement exemplar 2 for 90985 2016 Total score 11 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M5 

The candidate meets the requirements for Merit for this question. The shift 
down the supply curve is shown correctly. The explanation correctly states the 
law of supply and gives the correct reason for it: that producers consider how 
profitable a good is, and produce more when price rises because it is more 
profitable. This raises the answer to a Merit level. The candidate states that 
ceteris paribus means that all other factors remain the same, but then the 
examples given relate to demand, not supply. This error prevents it from being 
an Excellence level answer. For Excellence, a good explanation for a flow on 
was also needed. These ideas are not flow ons – a flow on is an action or 
decision taken by the business owner as a result of the event. The second 
idea for a flow on relates to consumers and what they might do, which is not 
relevant in this standard, which has a focus on supply. 

2 A3 

This answer is at Achievement level but is not awarded A4 because there is 
no good explanation included. The supply curve is correctly shifted to the right, 
to indicate an increase in supply. The candidate states that supply will 
increase, productivity will increase, and profitability will increase, but does not 
give good explanations for any of these. The first idea for a flow on was not 
accepted because it needed to be more closely linked with the situation that 
Fancy Furniture is in. The second idea is actually an idea about a 
consequence, not a flow on. 

3 A3 

The candidate provides enough evidence for A3 in this response. The 
relationship between dining furniture and office furniture, from a supply 
perspective, is not correctly stated. The impact of the change in the price of 
office furniture has been correctly shown on both graphs. The candidate’s 
explanation correctly identifies the changes affecting dining furniture and office 
furniture, but is not clear enough for Merit. To improve this, there needed to be 
clear discussion of either Fancy Furniture’s switching resources from dining to 
office furniture production, or of how the relative profitability has affected the 
firm’s response. The flow on idea does not link clearly to the situation that 
Fancy Furniture is in.  
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